
FOUR DIFFERENT LEADERSHIP STYLES

The total pattern of leaders' actions as perceived by their employees is called leadership style. It represents the leaders'
philosophy, skills and attitudes in.

Bass, who wrote Leadership and Performance Beyond Expectations, workers who follow paternalistic
leadership also have better organization skills. This style is geared to a wider audience at all levels who want
to create a high performance life, team or organization. Is active and energetic. Use personal power to
empower others. The study found that there is a relationship between emotions, labor behavior and
transactional leadership that affects the team. This leadership style was admirably successful in Japan with her
peculiar social background. Coaching Leadership Coaching leadership involves teaching and supervising
followers. The relationship between these co-workers and leader are extremely solid. Transformational
Leadership Unlike other leadership styles, transformational leadership is all about initiating change in
organizations, groups, oneself and others. Tends to regard members of the team as puppets. Democratic A
democratic leadership style centres on the belief that managers and employees should work together to
accomplish tasks in the workplace. Here are just a few of the most prominent leadership frameworks and
styles that have been identified. There are three classes of supervisory techniques â€” autocratic, participative
or consultative and free-rein and corresponding to these three techniques, there are three management styles
â€” autocratic, democratic and laissez-faire. The most appropriate leadership style depends on the function of
the leader, the followers and the situation. Democratic or Participative leadership Participative or democratic
leaders decentralise authority. There are four basic communication styles: Director, Expresser, Thinker, and
Harmonizer. This style has been successful, particularly in Japan because of its cultural background.
Statistically, transformational leadership tends to have more committed and satisfied followers. The selling
style involves leaders convincing followers to buy into their ideas and messages. Among them is being aware
of your own leadership style â€” and how it affects other people. Authoritarian[ edit ] The authoritative
leadership style particularly emphasises the distinction between authoritarian leaders and their followers.
Without a leader, the group may have little direction and a lack of control. Some examples of people who have
led through coaching are tennis coach Nick Bollettieri and dog behaviorist Cesar Milan. Is this Leadership
Style Right for you? They are not only committed to helping the organization achieve its goals, but also to
helping group members fulfill their potential. In fact, you may have even come across a few of them while you
were in school or working over the summer. If you are a Charmer, Entertainer, Diplomat or Socializer, then
your basic style is Expresser, as shown below. Members may resent the way in which decisions are made and
thus support them in only a minimal fashion. Advantages for democratic leadership are as follows: i higher
motivation and improved morale; ii increased co-operation with the management; iii improved job
performance; iv reduction of grievances and v reduction of absenteeism and employee turnover.


